
“The Strike Reaches 11 days, a dozen injured, and numerous damages.” 
 
Los Tiempos 
Central writing; 11/2/2019 
https://www.lostiempos.com/actualidad/cochabamba/20191102/paro-lleva-ya-11-dias-
docena-heridos-numerosos-destrozos  
 
The sun is strong, and it’s time to take out the umbrella or a cap for the walk to work.  
That is the routine that many people need to do for the last 11 days, when the indefinite 
strike began in Cochabamba.  Some use a bicycle, others use moto taxis.  In the end, life 
has changed for everyone. 
 
The regular routine of Cochabambinos changed in a matter of hours.  Since then, they 
have lived instances of violence that have left more than nine injured, various police, 
homes, and cars in addition to public arts damaged.  The situation continues and the most 
affected are those who live by the day and are losing money. 
 
First week 
The instability began when the fast counting system for votes (TREP) stopped Sunday Oct. 
20 and began to function on Monday the 21 (more than 20 hours after) with data 
considered to have been altered to increase the difference between Evo Morales and 
Carlos Mesa to more than 10 percent. 
 
In Cochabamba, this provoked thousands of people to leave from their work to the Plaza 
de las Banderas (Flags Plaza).  In a rushed town hall, it was decided that an indefinite 
strike to reestablish the results with the minimum difference between the Movement 
Towards Socialism (MAS) and Civic Community (CC) that led to a second round. 
 
Then, a group left to the fairgrounds, where a counting of votes was being done and so 
became the first night of violence.  The Police gassed the protestors to avoid damages in 
the computing hall, but they felled walls and part of the meshed fence. 
 
The next day, the crowd went to the Departmental Electoral Court in a brawl that lasted 
until midnight.  Likewise, a group of university students destroyed the building of 6 
tropical federations and one campaign office of MAS. 
 
Nevertheless, one of the tensest days was Thursday.  President Morales and thousands of 
MAS followers arrived in Cochabamba to celebrate the mandate’s victory.  The platforms 
asked [citizens] to not leave their houses this day, but that night one group went to face off 
with a hundred of MAS-affiliates that did not leave with the rest. 
 
The fireworks and Molotov cocktails rumbled the houses and building near Avenues 
Heroinas and Oquendo.  Many people expressed their fear, because until then they were 



saying that the protests were “peaceful”, even though very few times they demonstrated 
this. 
 
The week closed with the President’s announcements of blocking the cities and of 
taunting the blockades with [sluts - ?  “Pititas” Not sure I got that one right].  Moreover, he 
named these actions as a “coup d’etat.” Likewise, various social groups affiliated with 
MAS announced actions to lift the barricades if they continued into the next week. 
 
Second week 
And they continued.  The people did not desist, not even for the weekend.  Monday 
morning, the city of Cochabamba continued blockaded and the social movements 
informed them of [their intent to] unblocking them. 
 
This is how Tuesday was the most violent day.  One group of Cercado faced another that 
came from Sacaba, but others also came in from the southern zone to the center, while in 
Quillacollo there were confrontations with miners. 
 
At least nine injured and destroyed homes and 10 vehicles were the result of this day of 
violence.  To this must be added the wounded from previous days and damages in other 
parts of the city. 
 
Despite the fact that more than 20 persons were arrested in these days, all remain free. 
 
Southern zone, divided. 
The view is different from Aroma Avenue until the south of the city.  The blockades are no 
longer in every block.  On the contrary, you can find one every five or 10 blocks.  Some 
try to live the days normally, while others try to convince the people to support asking the 
resignation of president Evo Morales. 
 
Among these intentions, were the blockades on Av. 6 of August and nearby, that 
generated hassle in public transportation drivers, who went out to un-block the streets 
under the premise: “we want to work.”  Nonetheless, violence seized the area. 
 
Rocks and gases rained down on Av. 6 of August.  The shops in the area closed and the 
people were terrified.  The tension even remained yesterday in the location with a police 
contingent.  Nonetheless, the [political] position in the southern zone is divided, because 
very few support the blockades. 
 
Wounded 
One of the worst images of these 11 days is of a youth beaten until unconscious in 
Muyurina.  Pablo Villarroel arrived at Copacabana clinic by ambulance and had a marked 
improvement in these four days. 
 



Despite his arrival in a critical state because of his diabetic condition, they managed to 
stabilize his glucose level and proceed with interventions.  Yesterday (11/1), his sister 
Paola said he was in stable condition. 
 
“To those persons who can collaborate with us in the part of the videos and others so that 
we can begin the corresponding legal actions, of course thank you,” she asked. 
 
Villarroel remembered that her brother has various fractures, plus head contusions.  She 
was limited to inform on Pablo’s state of health, and did not want to delve into details 
because he was wounded in the confrontations. 
 
Likewise, youth Fernando Choque Villca, who lost three fingers on his right hand by a 
dynamite puppy {think something larger than an M-80}, is still hospitalized in Copacabana 
Clinic and could be discharged next Monday.   
 
“He’s in the treatment of a psychologist.  Possibly he will be discharged, we still do not 
know.  They are not going to charge us the medical costs owed” said his sister, Carmen 
Choque Villca. 
 
The two wounded are replenished and are expected to be discharged in the next few days, 
during which conflicts are likely to continue. 
 
Assembling Mast’Akus (memorials/Day of the Dead ‘ofrendas/altars’) in Honor of the 
Victims 
Various citizen groups in Cochabamba assembled mast’akus in honor of the two persons 
killed last Wednesday in Montero (Santa Cruz), during the confrontations.  In other 
locations they are also remembering the victims of the “Water War” and “Black January” 
of 2007. 
 
The Popular Civic Committee, UMSS (Major University de San Simon) and other sectors 
assembled the tables in points where blockades are installed. 
 
Before midday, in the gates of UMSS and in the 14 September Plaza, the tables were 
assembled in a symbolic manner.  Also, they remembered the “Heroes of nature.” 
 
The assembling of the tables was symbolic and was done in various sectors to maintain 
pressure. 
 
In Av. Heroinas, in the 4 November plaza, in Av. Blanco Galindo, and in Cala Cala there 
are other tables. 
 
A Truce will be done for rest 



Today (11/2) from 6:00am, to 5:00pm there will be a truce so that the population can 
reestablish/replenish basic products, as determined by the Popular Civic Committee, that 
asks flexibility in blockade points so that citizens may pass. 
 
Maintaining the Blockades and Reinforcing Various Points 
Before the rejection of the “intermediate room” in the stoppages and blockades in 
Cochabamba, the measures were reinforced in various zones of the city.  The main access 
bridges to the northern zone impeded the passage of motorcycles and only permitted the 
transit of pedestrians and bicycles. 
 
Various points of blockage permitted the passage of motorcycles if the driver and 
passenger shouted “Bolivia says no,” or if they asked “Evo once again” they responded 
“Egg!” 
 
It was found that the passage of vehicles with pregnant women, ambulances, and 
emergency personnel is allowed.  In streets surrounding main routes, the blockades persist 
in various points.  In the main intersections, the population maintains permanent vigil. 
 
____________________________________ 
Trad. By Joseph Miller, MKLM 


